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Chapter 2261: Inside Information 

After the crowd was dispersed, Chen Xiaobei arranged for the canopy great country to go and receive 

the three great continents 'respectable Kings! 

As for Chen Xiaobei himself, he found a place where no one could disturb him and took out his phone! 

Chen Xiaobei looked up at the sky. The sun was setting towards the Western horizon, which meant that 

there was still some time before the winter solstice festival began. 

However, when Chen Xiaobei opened the red envelope group, the group was already bustling with 

activity! 

Bull Demon King, I'm looking forward to it! The winter solstice festival was about to begin! I've been 

looking forward to the stars and the moon for this day! 

The Golden-winged ROC thought, what's there to look forward to? After the winter solstice festival, the 

cultivation tribulation was getting closer and closer! Everyone wants to fight for a chance of survival in 

this killing tribulation. I wish this day would never come! 

Guan Yin Bodhisattva, Amitabha! What was meant to come would come! Other than the seven heavenly 

path sages, no one could escape the cultivation tribulation! Buddha is merciful, I wish to save all living 

beings and ascend to Nirvana together! 

Yun Zhongzi,"the cataclysm is a massacre!" The 365 gods on the list of deification must all be killed! How 

could they go to heaven together? The clan of enlightenment doesn't care about the sentient beings. 

We only hope to settle the cultivation tribulation as soon as possible and return peace and prosperity to 

the Three Realms! 

Lu Dongbin,"that's right ... Many people will die in the infinite cataclysm!" This was unavoidable! The 

human sect acknowledges Buddhism and is willing to do our best to protect the people! He also agreed 

with chanism and wished to end the chaotic world this morning! 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal: Your tribe of humanity is just like the sect leader Taishang Laojun, only 

knowing how to smooth things over! Our demon sect is still the most direct! Fight if you're not 

convinced! When the Three Realms surrendered, the cultivation tribulation would naturally be over! 

"Nuwa: Wu Kong!" Don't be rude! You have already left Buddhism and returned to the demonic sect. 

You should remember that your every word and action will affect the demonic sect! 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal: " I know ... I won't cause trouble for sister Nuwa ...  

"What the hell! The winter solstice festival was indeed extraordinary! Many big bosses who usually don't 

show up are all active today!" 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked."Even mother Nuwa has come. By the looks of it, at least six of the seven 

heavenly Dao sages will come today! I just don't know if the old daofather will come." 
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Dao ancestor Hongjun! The Supreme elderly Lord of the tribe of humanity! The heavenly Lord Yuanshi of 

the clan of enlightenment! Tongtian, the sect master of the Jie sect! The demonic sect's mother Nuwa! It 

was the Daoist zhunti, the guide of Western Buddhism! 

These seven people were the only Seven Saints of the heavenly path in the world! 

Although jieyin and zhunti were the two sages of Buddhism in the West, they were both listening to the 

teachings of the ancestor of Dao, so they were called 'Daoist'! 

In the last cataclysm, honored Lord of the origin invited Taishang Laojun, Daoist guide, Daoist zhunti, 

and the four sages to join forces and break sect leader Tongtian's God-killing sword formation! 

Of course, another important point was that the heavenly Lord of the origin had convinced goddess 

Nuwa not to interfere in the war! 

In the end, sect master Tongtian was isolated and helpless, and he was defeated! The tribe of severity 

collapsed completely as a result, and its disciples either died or scattered. Almost none of them had a 

good end! 

Of course, the only advantage of that battle was that it ended the last immeasurable catastrophe in 

advance! 

This might also be the reason why the heavenly path sages were all convinced by the heavenly Lord 

Yuanshi! 

But then again, was there any dirty conspiracy behind this? Was there any shady deal? 

This was really hard to say! 

Chen Xiaobei could not possibly know the reason on his own, but he did not need to know either! 

The only thing Chen Xiaobei could do now was to help the prime of Tongtian take revenge in this infinite 

cataclysm! 

If you're a friend, then treat them well! If they were enemies, just do as Monkey King said and beat 

them up until they were convinced! 

Chen Xiaobei stopped guessing and focused his attention on the matter at hand! 

"Where are the heavenly path sages? Why was Mother Nuwa the only one who popped up? Where are 

the others?" 

Chen Xiaobei held his phone and waited for a long time, but there were no other heavenly path Saints. 

However, he did see a lot of 'inside information'! 

Dragon Demon King,"I have some inside information!" Eastern Emperor Taiyi's name was in the list of 

ghosts! 

The Golden-winged ROC asked,"is this true?" East Emperor Taiyi was one of the earliest ancient gods to 

be born at the beginning of chaos! The decree of the heavenly Dao, Pangu opened the sky, Nuwa 

created the spirit, and Taiyi ruled the world! He was so close to becoming a heavenly path Saint! 



Dragon Demon King,"do you even need to ask?" East Emperor Taiyi controlled the bell of chaos! He 

would unite all the tribes in the untainted land and start an unprecedented hegemony! He ascended to 

the position of heavenly Emperor and was called the eastern Emperor. He was the legitimate Supreme 

Being of the Three Realms! If he did not perish together with the eight ancestors of sorcery, Eastern 

Emperor Taiyi would definitely be able to attain the Sage's great Dao! 

Bull Demon King: If that was the case! Whoever could exchange for East Emperor Taiyi would know 

countless ancient secrets! A secret technique! A treasure of heaven and earth! Ruins and treasures ... 

Just thinking about it made him feel great! 

The Golden-winged ROC thought,"What is this?" Whoever could exchange for the eastern Emperor Taiyi 

would have the chance to find the missing Bell of chaos! This was one of the three connate Cardinal 

treasures! No one below the heavenly path Sage could compete with him! 

Bull Demon King,"my goodness!" If I can get my hands on the bell of chaos, I will be able to do whatever 

I want in the Three Realms! 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal-look at you! The real power of the bell of chaos was not its power, but 

the key to proving the Dao with force! 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal said,"back then, the eastern Emperor Taiyi was entangled by karma and 

had to pass the Sorcerer and demon tribulation to prove his Dao!" Unfortunately, he died in the killing 

tribulation and didn't manage to attain the Sage's great Dao! 

Bull Demon King: " in other words, whoever can exchange for the eastern Emperor Taiyi will have the 

chance to find the bell of chaos. He will also have the chance to prove his Dao with his strength and 

obtain the opportunity to become a heavenly path Sage!  

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal, you're right! Compared to becoming a saint, those cultivation 

techniques, secret Arts, ruins, and treasures were all weak! 

Bull Demon King,"this is amazing!" I really hope that I can exchange for the eastern Emperor Taiyi! 

The Golden-winged ROC thought, stop daydreaming! A peak ancient immortal like Eastern Emperor Taiyi 

would definitely be the first to be chosen by heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

Bull Demon King asked,"why can the heavenly Lord Yuanshi be the first to choose?" 

The Golden-winged ROC replied,"I said you're dumb, and you're really dumb!" In the last cataclysm, the 

heavenly Lord Yuanshi won and obtained the recognition of the heavenly Dao, ruling the Three Realms 

until now! He claimed to be second, but you dare to claim to be first? 

Bull Demon King,"no, no, no... I don't dare!" I definitely wouldn't dare to ...(Swallowing his saliva) 

The long-browed Arhat, Amitabha! In my opinion, Lord of the origin might not choose Eastern Emperor 

Taiyi! This penniless monk also has inside information! The name of Emperor Jiang would appear in the 

list of Yin ghosts this time! 

Manjusri Bodhisattva, Emperor River? Are you talking about the head of the twelve ancestors of 

sorcery? 



The long-browed Arhat replied,"of course!" Naturally, only the head of the ancestors of sorcery, Di Jiang, 

could suppress East Emperor Taiyi! 

Yang Jian,"ancestor of sorcerer Di Jiang?" He was even more powerful than East Emperor Taiyi? I don't 

believe it! 

The long-browed Arhat said,"the Sorcerer tribe is a taboo in the heavenly court, so it's normal for true 

Lord Erlang to not know about it!" Listen to this penniless monk explain them one by one! 
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The long-browed Arhat's second immeasurable cultivation tribulation was also known as the Great 

Tribulation of the Sorcerer and demon! The two parties engaged in battle were the demon tribe of the 

eastern Emperor Taiyi and the Sorcerer tribe of the twelve ancestors of Sorcery! From this, it could be 

seen that the twelve ancestors of sorcery were as powerful as the eastern Emperor Taiyi when they 

were at their peak! 

Yang Shu,"I know!" Everyone knew about the historical legends! 

The long-browed Arhat said,"then do you know that the twelve ancestors of sorcery have another major 

advantage when their strength and Foundation are equal?" 

Yang Jian,"what ... What advantage?" 

The long-browed Arhat said,"the twelve ancestors of sorcery are formed from the twelve drops of blood 

essence of the great God Pangu, and they are of the original Pangu lineage!" 

Pangu ... Pangu tribe? That's impossible ... 

After all, the heavenly court had classified the Sorcerer tribe as a foreign tribe and severely suppressed 

them! But in the end, the Wu tribe was the true Pangu tribe! This was simply a slap to the face of the 

heavenly court! 

The long-browed Arhat replied,"this is absolutely true!" The blood of Pangu flowed in the twelve 

ancestors of sorcery. Although they had been dead for countless years, their bodies were still undying! 

The long-browed Arhat thought,"no matter who it is, as long as we can find the bodies of the twelve 

ancestors of sorcery, we will be able to re-establish the real body of Pangu. We will be able to go one 

step further and prove our Dao with force!" 

Yang Jian,"Dao vindication???" Become a heavenly path Saint? (Swallowing his saliva) 

The long-browed Arhat replied,"that's right!" As long as he could find the head of the ancestors of 

sorcery, Di Jiang, he would have a chance to find the bodies of the twelve ancestors of sorcery and 

become a saint! 

Pagoda-bearing Heavenly King: exchanging for East Emperor Taiyi is the same as exchanging for ancestor 

of sorcerer Di Jiang. They both have the chance to prove their way and become a saint. There's no 

difference between who you exchange for first and who later! 
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The long-browed Arhat thought, Heavenly King, you don't know! In exchange for Taiyi using the bell of 

chaos to vindicate his Dao, one of the conditions was to collect all the marks of Pangu's original spirit left 

by the Three Pure Ones! 

The long-browed Arhat thought,"if the primeval Lord of heaven is replaced by Taiyi but can't get the seal 

of Pangu's primordial spirit from sect leader Tongtian, he will never be able to actualize!" 

The long-browed Arhat thought,"on the contrary, if honored Lord of the origin changes Emperor Jiang 

first, he can find the twelve ancestors of sorcery's corpses on his own without having to be wary of sect 

leader Tongtian!" 

Pagoda-bearing Heavenly King: Based on the relationship between honored Lord of the origin and sect 

leader Tongtian, he would definitely change Emperor Jiang first! 

The long-browed Arhat replied,"that's right!" It must be like this! Heavenly Lord Yuanshi was the first to 

exchange for Emperor River! Taishang Laojun, as the eldest senior brother of the Three Pure Ones, 

would be the second one to exchange for the eastern Emperor Taiyi! This was a matter without any 

suspense! 

Zhen Yuan immortal,"hehe, you're all wrong!" I have the biggest inside information! 

Pagoda-bearing Heavenly King, the Grand deity Zhen Yuan is here! What a rare guest! (Surprised) 

Yun Zhongzi,"long time no see, how are you, immortal Zhenyuan?" (Smile) 

The Golden-winged ROC,"greetings, Grand deity Zhen Yuan!" (Bow) 

Guan Yin Bodhisattva, Zhen Yuan deity, how have you been? (Friendly) 

"What the f * ck! Zhen Yuan immortal was truly worthy of being the ancestor of the earth Immortals, a 

sovereign like the world! This display is almost comparable to that of a heavenly path Sage!" Chen 

Xiaobei was shocked. 

Yang Jian, Grand deity Zhen Yuan! Do you have any inside information? Hurry up and say it for everyone 

to hear! 

Zhenyuan immortal,"in the list of Yin ghosts, the most powerful one is not Taiyi or Emperor Jiang, but 

luohou!" 

Yang Jing,"who?" (Dumbfounded dog) 

Yun Zhongzi,"are you kidding me?" This name was an absolute taboo! (Breaking out in cold sweat) 

Guan Yin Bodhisattva, Namo Amitabha! Zhen Yuan immortal, please be careful with your words! To 

avoid getting into trouble! (Extremely nervous) 

Zhenyuan immortal: " heh, I'm not a fool. Since I dare to say it in the group, it's naturally because luohou 

has been reborn and has been recognized by the Dao ancestor!  

Yun Zhongzi thought, no way! The Dao ancestor had acknowledged it? In that case, the great Dao 

Demon God Luo Yi was really going to be Reborn! 



The Golden-winged ROC thought,"that's amazing!" It was said that Rahu had been born in the absolute 

beginning! The four immortal-slaying swords were his accompanying spirit treasure of chaos! He was 

also the one who created the drawing of the celestial eradication sword formation! If it was luohou, he 

would have the opportunity to understand the four celestial slaying swords and the formation map! 

Guan Yin Bodhisattva, [ not only that! ] In the past few hundred years, the demonic realm had been 

restless! The 3,000 great Dao skyfiends dreamed of leading the Army of The Fiend world to conquer the 

world and control the Three Realms! 

Guan Yin Bodhisattva thought,"if I can exchange it for luohou, I'll have a chance to suppress the demon 

world and resolve the world-ending war!" This would be a great merit! Whoever could do it would be 

able to become a saint with infinite merit like Mother Nuwa! 

Zhenyuan immortal, you're all right! Not only was luohou's strength shocking, but he also had the 

opportunity of the celestial slaying sword formation and the opportunity of the immeasurable virtue! No 

matter who it was, they would choose Luo Yi first! 

Yun Zhongzi,"I finally understand!" The reason why Dao ancestor had approved of Rahu's rebirth was to 

suppress the demonic realm! To avoid a world-ending battle! 

Yang Jian thought,"at the same time, Taiyi and Emperor Jiang will be Reborn!" In other words, there 

would be three chances to become Saints in this infinite cataclysm! And these three opportunities would 

fall on, people! Buzzzzzz! Intercept! Among the three religions! 

Guan Yin Bodhisattva, [ that's right! ] As the three direct disciples of the Dao ancestor, the Three Pure 

Ones would definitely be the first to choose their disciples! The first heavenly Lord Yuanshi chose Luo 

hou! Taishang Laojun was second, Emperor Jiang! Sect master Tongtian was the third, and he chose 

Taiyi! 

The Golden-winged ROC said, " it seems like the clan of enlightenment of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi and 

the clan of humanity of the Taishang Laojun will have new sages of the heavenly path in this cultivation 

tribulation!  However, sect leader Tongtian's sect of Jie didn't have such an opportunity! 

Bull Demon King thought,"that's right ... Sect master Tongtian is third, and he can be exchanged for 

Taiyi!" However, honored Lord of the origin would never give away his Pangu primordial spirit seal, and 

no one on sect leader Tongtian's side would be able to actualize! 

The long-browed Arhat thought,"it seems that sect leader Tongtian's tribe of severity won't be able to 

do much in this Eon, and will continue to decline ..." 

Yun Zhongzi,"heh, don't worry, guys!" The winner of this calamity will still be the clan of enlightenment! 

The tribe of severity has completely declined and will never be able to compete with the clan of 

enlightenment! Hahaha ...  

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal, shut up! The Jie sect didn't decline! With my brother Xiaobei here, the 

Jie sect will definitely regain its glory! 

Yun Zhongzi thought,"ha, Sun Wukong, you're getting more and more muddled!" Who the hell is Chen 

Xiaobei? A mere mortal was not even an ant in the cultivation tribulation. How many waves could he 

make? (Disdainful) 



Earth traveler sun thought,"martial uncle Yun Zhongzi is right!" Chen Xiaobei was a piece of trash! If he 

dares to face the heavenly Tribulation, I can crush him a hundred times with one finger! 

Lei Zhenzi thought, the cataclysm is getting closer and closer! I bet that Chen Xiaobei will not be able to 

pass the Tribulation and become an immortal before the cataclysm! He would only die a humble death 

and would not be able to achieve anything great! 

Shen Gongbao,"everyone!" I'm late! Let me tell everyone a piece of good news. Chen Xiaobei will 

definitely die today! 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal: My brother Xiaobei can't die! 

Shen Gongbao,"Oh, I've already calculated it!" Just today, Chen Xiaobei's enemies had set up a trap! 

They had Chen Xiaobei's woman as a hostage and had set up an inescapable trap! Chen Xiaobei was 

dead for sure! 

Lei Zhenzi, [ let's see! ] What did I say! Chen Xiaobei could only die a humble death, and no one would 

even notice him! 

Earth traveler sun, this is great! The only outstanding disciple of sect master Tongtian had died quietly, 

so no one in the tribe of severity could defeat him! Hahaha ...  

Yun Zhongzi thought,'hehe, Chen Xiaobei is dead? How boring! 

Chen Xiaobei, am I dead? How come I didn't know about it? (Three slaps) 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal, brother Xiaobei! Hahaha! Which idiot said that my brother Xiaobei is 

dead? There were actually people who believed it! He's really hopelessly stupid! (N slaps) 
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Earth traveler sun thought,"this ..." 

Lei Zhenzi thought, f * ck ...(Face burning) 

Yun Zhongzi,"Shen Gongbao, what the hell are you doing?" Nonsense! You made us lose face in public! 

Shen Gongbao thought,"how ... How is this possible?" There was no way Chen Xiaobei could escape 

today's death! 

Yun Zhongzi,"haven't you calculated it?" How could this be considered wrong? 

Shen Gongbao,"I calculated it three days ago ... I was busy preparing for the meeting today, so I didn't 

have time to calculate it ..." 

Yun Zhongzi,"idiot!" You've thrown away all the face of chanism! 

Shen Gongbao thought,"uncle-master, please forgive me ... I didn't want this to happen ... God knows 

how Chen Xiaobei managed to get out of this mess." It was clearly a dead end! Why did he not die? 
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Yun Zhongzi snorted! If there's a next time, I'll definitely punish you severely! 

Shen Gongbao,"No... There won't be a next time ..."(Swallowing his saliva) 

Yun Zhongzi asked,"when does the conference start?" 

Shen Gongbao,"immediately!" The seven great heavenly path sages had already gathered together. 

They were only waiting for the Dao ancestor to speak, and the meeting would officially begin! 

The Dao ancestor was coming? 

As soon as he said that, all the group members became quiet, and no one chatted anymore. 

Chen Xiaobei was also taken aback, and he became nervous.  "The winter solstice festival this time is 

indeed extraordinary! The Dao ancestor had actually come personally! Who knew what would happen 

later? Can shizun's words really be fulfilled?" 

Obviously, the arrival of the Dao ancestor had added many uncertain variables to today's winter solstice 

festival! 

The prime of Tongtian had said that Chen Xiaobei could choose the earth level deity first, and he could 

choose three first! 

The prime of Tongtian had also said that he could make Chen Xiaobei return all his gold and merit! 

Before the arrival of the Taoist ancestor, Chen Xiaobei had full confidence in the prime of Tongtian. He 

had absolute faith in every word the prime of Tongtian said! 

But at this moment, the Dao ancestor had come! 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but worry that if the plan of the prime of Tongtian did not work in front of 

the Dao ancestor, Chen Xiaobei would not have any merit points to exchange for an earth level deity! 

All of Chen Xiaobei's hard work would go to waste! 

More importantly, if they could not get a useful earth level deity, their future plans would be ruined! 

At that time, the Jie sect would completely decline and never rise again! Chen Xiaobei would also die like 

an ant in the cataclysm! 

"No! I will not accept this result!" 

Chen Xiaobei's state of mind was so strong that with a low growl, all the despair in his heart was swept 

away! 

"This is the worst possible result! I can't be so passive! You must have confidence in master!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "Master has endured hardships for hundreds of millions of years. He definitely has 

the most thorough plan! Master and I will definitely pass today's trial! Even the Dao ancestors can't stop 

us!" 

After a while, there was finally some movement in the group! 

The most powerful person in the Three Realms had appeared! 



Hongjun, my fellow Daoists! Oh no, I should do as the Romans do and call Everyone group friends! 

(Smile) 

"Eh? The Dao ancestor actually knows how to make a joke!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up.  "From his tone, Dao ancestor should be a kind old man who is easy to 

approach!" 

Hongjun, [ maybe you're all unfamiliar with me. You all think I'm high and distant! ] But in fact, I'm very 

easy-going. As long as it doesn't involve any issues of principles, everyone can relax and don't have to 

restrain themselves! 

"A problem of principles? It seemed that the Dao ancestor was not a simple good person! The Dao 

ancestor will take matters of principle seriously!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself, " "Clearly, the heavenly Dao is the Dao ancestor's principle! Whoever 

violated the heavenly Dao would definitely be severely punished by the Dao ancestor! Only those who 

abide by the heavenly Dao can receive the Dao ancestor's kindness!" 

Hongjun said, " I'm sure you all know about today's winter solstice festival. I don't need to introduce it 

anymore!  After all, there are hundreds of millions of names in the list of Yin ghosts. Let's hurry up and 

start selecting people! 

"It's finally starting!" 

Chen Xiaobei gripped his phone tightly, his heart beating fast."According to what master said, I will be 

the first one to choose! However, according to the others, the old primordial thief would be the first! 

Now, we'll see what the daofather has to say!" 

Hongjun,"the first one to choose is my second disciple, Yuan Shi!" 

"This is bad!" 

Chen Xiaobei had a bad feeling.   it seems that master's plan and calculations have all failed!  

Hongjun, [ origin led the action to quell the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation! ] He had obtained 

the recognition of the heavenly Dao and ruled over the Three Realms to this day! Over the long years, 

even if he didn't have any credit, he had worked hard! I believe that none of the group members will 

object to him being the first to choose! 

As soon as this was said, the group fell silent! 

Firstly, what the Dao ancestor said was reasonable, and no one could refute it! 

Secondly, heavenly Lord Yuanshi's status was extremely high, and no one dared to offend him! 

As a result, everyone in the group was speechless and could only remain silent! 

"The first one is out of the question ... Now, let's see if the daofather will let me choose the second one. 

If we can choose Emperor River as our second choice, our plan will still have a chance to be realized!" 



Chen Xiaobei was getting more and more nervous, and his palms were covered in cold sweat.  but if I fall 

to third place, even if I choose East Emperor Taiyi, I will not have the chance to become a saint ... In that 

case, the worst result will be inevitable ...  

Hongjun,"the second one to choose is my eldest disciple, the Grand Supreme!" Everyone might think 

that the Grand Supreme was a good person who only knew how to smooth things over! 

Hongjun, [ actually, the Grand Supreme has acted as a lubricant between the forces! ] On the surface, he 

didn't seem to have done much, but in the dark, many conflicts were resolved because of the Grand 

Supreme's 'gruel mud'! 

Hongjun thought, [ so, I think you've done a very good job as the eldest brother! ] He believed that no 

one would object to him being the second person to choose! 

Everyone in the group remained silent. 

Firstly, what the Dao ancestor said was still reasonable and couldn't be refuted. 

Secondly, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord was a good man who sold favors everywhere. Everyone in the 

group owed him favors and was embarrassed to oppose him. 

"We're done for ... Master and I are completely done for this time ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's heart turned cold. He felt that he had lost all hope in life! 

All his past efforts and future plans were completely wasted in this instant! What could be more 

despairing than this? 

Hongjun,"the third one is my third disciple, Tongtian!" Compared to Yuan Shi and tai Shang, Tong Tian 

was younger, more arrogant, and more pure! It was because of this that he was defeated in the last 

cataclysm! 

Hongjun thought, " although Tongtian lost, everyone should know that I've always favored this little 

disciple!  The reason why I let him choose the people after Yuan Shi and tai Shang is to prove to 

everyone that I will definitely not be biased! Today's meeting would be carried out fairly! 

Sect leader Tongtian thought,"master's arrangement is reasonable!" However, I have a small request 

that I hope you can agree to! 

Hongjun said,"tell me!" 

[ Prime of Tongtian: I hope that Chen Xiaobei can represent me in the selection! ] 

Everyone was dumbfounded by his words! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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 is ... Is there any difference? " 

Even Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded.  "Master is the third person to choose, so I'll replace him and also 

be the third person to choose! It's completely meaningless!" 
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Everyone, including Chen Xiaobei, could not understand why the prime of Tongtian would make such a 

request. 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, Junior Brother Tongtian! Don't act willfully just because you're favored by 

master! What day is it today! Don't you know? 

Sect leader Tongtian thought,"Oh, my master loves me!" I also dote on my own disciple! Today is an 

important day, and I want Xiaobei to be in the limelight, can't I? 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi thought,"you're ridiculous!" 

Taishang Laojun,"Junior Brother origin, please calm down!" Junior Brother Tongtian only wanted Xiaobei 

to pick the candidates for him! This did not affect the outcome of the conference! This can't be 

considered nonsense, right? 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, you ... You're trying to smooth things over again! (Unhappy) 

Hongjun,"the Grand Supreme is right!" It did not matter if Chen Xiaobei chose first and Tongtian chose 

later! If the master and disciple were willing to exchange, then so be it! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi: I'll listen to master's instructions! (Respectful) 

"Thank you, master!" Sect leader Tongtian replied. (Bow) 

[Hongjun: @ chenxiaobei, young man!] You're here? Your master wants to exchange the order of 

selection with you. You have to be prepared, it's your turn soon! 

Chen Xiaobei: Many thanks for the reminder, Dao ancestor! (Nervous) 

The prime of Tongtian, Xiaobei! Don't be nervous! Relax! Dao ancestor is very easy-going, just say 

whatever you want to say! He didn't need to worry about the Dao ancestor being unhappy! 

"Strange ... Shizun told me to say whatever I want to say! But I don't want to say anything at all! Besides, 

Primal Chaos City leader is keeping a close eye on me. It's good that I don't say much, but master should 

tell me to speak less ..." 

Chen Xiaobei stared at his phone and quickly calculated, " "Shizun must have an underlying meaning! He 

wants me to say something! These words must be related to the change of the selection order! And it 

must be the core of master's plan!" 

"As long as I'm right! His master's plan was complete! This extremely passive situation will be reversed 

in an instant!" 

"But! What does shizun want me to say? Why didn't he discuss such important things with me 

beforehand? If I'm wrong, everything will be over!" 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in confusion. 

Hongjun, Xiaobei? Why aren't you saying anything all of a sudden? I didn't scare you, did I? 

Chen Xiaobei,"No... No..." 

Hongjun,"then why are you so nervous?" Did he have any difficulties? Or did he have any difficulties? 



Heavenly Lord Yuanshi-master! Chen Xiaobei was extremely cunning! It was already good enough that 

he didn't cheat others. What difficulties and difficulties could he have? Master, please don't care about 

him and start choosing! 

"Difficulties? Difficulties? I understand now!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes brightened as he suddenly understood what the prime of Tongtian was trying to 

say! 

Chen Xiaobei, oh my Dao ancestor! This disciple indeed has difficulties and difficulties! I beg Dao 

ancestor to seek justice for this disciple! (Crying bitterly) 

The heavenly Lord Yuanshi-Chen Xiaobei! Stop putting on an act! In front of the Dao ancestor, you 

should hide your little tricks as soon as possible! Don't bring it out and embarrass yourself! (Angry roar) 

Chen Xiaobei, oh my Dao ancestor! Disciple Chen Xiaobei swore! Everything he said next was true! He 

definitely wouldn't dare to play any tricks! 

Hongjun,"since Xiaobei dared to swear!" I will naturally listen carefully! 

[ Hongjun: Xiaobei, if you have any difficulties or difficulties, just tell me! ] As long as you speak the 

truth, this Lord will naturally make the decision for you! 

Chen Xiaobei-thank you, Dao ancestor! This disciple's difficulties and difficulties were that he did not 

have merit points! He couldn't exchange for an earth immortal! 

The heavenly Lord Yuanshi-Chen Xiaobei! Is there something wrong with your brain? The merit points of 

the Three Realms were the rewards for punishing evil and promoting good! Only those who vanquish 

evil and do good can gain merit points from the Three Realms! 

[ you, Chen Xiaobei, don't have three realms merit points. That means you can't do anything good! ] If 

you can't exchange for an earth immortal, you can only blame yourself! What did it have to do with Dao 

ancestor? 

Chen Xiaobei, I can't do anything good? Just half an hour ago, I eliminated 50000 villains! Wasn't this the 

same as eliminating evil? A few months ago, I saved the lives of one billion people on devil earth! Wasn't 

this doing good? 

Other than these two things, I've also punished the evil and promoted the good at least eight hundred 

times! If you don't believe me, then take out the 'merit record' and check! If I lie, I'll be struck by 

lightning and die a terrible death! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi said,"this ..." 

Hongjun,"that's strange!" Xiaobei, since you've done so many good things, you should have at least one 

billion merit points. How could you not have any? 

Chen Xiaobei-this is the reason I was about to tell you! Dao ancestor above! Please seek justice for your 

disciple! 

Hongjun said,"tell me!" I'm listening! 



Chen Xiaobei-the reason why I don't have the merit points is because I'm a disciple of the Three Realms! 

It was because he had offended Shen Gongbao! He used his authority as the person in charge of the 

merit record to secretly change the exchange rate for disciples to ten times the normal price! 

Hongjun,"what!!!" There was such a thing! (Furious) 

Shen Gongbao,"I'm innocent ... I'm innocent ..." 

Hongjun,"shut up!" I'll know if you're innocent or not once I check the merit record! Now, I want to hear 

Xiao bei finish his words! 

Shen Gongbao said, [ disheartened ] 

Chen Xiaobei: " not only did Shen gongpao secretly change the merit record, he also sent people to 

assassinate his disciples!  Just today, under the push of the mastermind Shen Gongbao, his disciple had 

encountered a death tribulation! 

In order to save my life, I had to use my three realms merit points to exchange for some magical 

equipment! Because of this, my original 1.5 billion merit points were only left with a mere 30000! 

Chen Xiaobei-everything I've said is true! There was solid evidence in the merit record! Daofather, 

please investigate! 

Hongjun thought,"Shen Gongbao, you're good!" You're bullying the heavens! (Furious) 

Shen Gongbao said,"please spare me, Dao ancestor ... I know I was wrong ... Please spare me ..." 

Hongjun, [ I won't forgive you! ] You're abusing your power! Abusing his power for personal revenge! 

Law enforcement is against the law! This was already a capital crime! More importantly, you actually 

dared to deceive the heavens! This was a sin that would cost ten thousand deaths! 

Shen Gongbao,"against ... Against the heavens???" I don't dare ... I don't dare ... 

Hongjun, [ the heavenly Dao punishes evil and promotes good! ] Chen Xiaobei had done many good 

deeds and vanquished evil. This was an act of justice in accordance with the heavenly Dao! Shen 

Gongbao had secretly altered the merit record so that Chen Xiaobei would not be able to get what he 

deserved. This was against the will of the heavens! 

Hongjun thought,'if this kind of thing gets out, who would be willing to punish evil and promote good?' 

Who else would be willing to follow the heavenly Dao? 

Hongjun,"if I don't kill you, how can I distinguish between good and evil?" 

[Shen Gongbao: @ heavenly Lord Yuanshi, master, save me!] Help me! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi thought,"you traitorous disciple, you deserve to die!" From now on, don't call me 

master! (Ruthless) 

Shen Gongbao,"this ..." 

Chen Xiaobei-Dao ancestor! I hope you can spare Shen Gongbao's life! 

Hongjun, " what??? " 
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His words were shocking! 

At this moment, even honored Lord of the origin didn't care about Shen Gongbao's life! 

No one would have thought that the one who stood up for Shen Gongbao was Chen Xiaobei! 

Hongjun, Xiaobei! Do you even know what you're saying? You were the one who exposed Shen 

Gongbao's crime! Why are you here to plead for him? 

"Because I don't want to lose the chance to choose my disciples!" Once Shen Gongbao is dead, I will not 

be able to get my merit points back! 

Chen Xiaobei: " and, to be honest, I have a deep hatred for Shen gongpao. I want to kill him with my own 

hands!  Only by ending this karma with my own hands can this disciple's state of mind be clear! 

Obviously, the two reasons that Chen Xiaobei gave were not the main point! 

The only reason he could not kill Shen Gongbao was because of Liu xuanxin! 

At the moment, Liu xuanxin was in Qin Wuxin's hands, and Qin Wuxin was bent on squeezing benefits 

out of Shen Gongbao's hands! 

If Shen Gongbao died, Qin Wuxin's plan would fail, and he would vent his anger on Liu xuanxin! 

For the sake of the woman he loved, Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to put up with it and plead for 

Shen gongpao! 

Hongjun: " I see ... Xiaobei, you're already the victim. I can't harm your interests anymore!  

Hongjun: " just as you said, Xiaobei. Shen Gongbao, you may be spared from death, but you will be 

punished!  I'll give him all his merit points to you! 

Hongjun, [ at the same time, I will abolish Shen Gongbao's immortal position! ] Erase Shen Gongbao's 

cultivation! From today onwards, he would be banished to the mortal world! Xiaobei, you can go and 

find him yourself and end this karma with your own hands! 

Hongjun, [ it's especially important for us cultivators to have a clear mind! ] 'I believe you won't let Shen 

gongpao go!' 

Obviously, Shen Gongbao had committed a heaven-defying capital crime! Dao ancestor had said that he 

must kill Shen Gongbao! 

Although the Dao ancestor had let Shen Gongbao go, he had pushed Shen Gongbao toward Chen 

Xiaobei! 

With the enmity between Chen Xiaobei and Shen gongpao, it was only a matter of time before they 

would fight to the death! 

Moreover, Shen gongpao's cultivation would be wiped away. In front of Chen Xiaobei, he would be no 

different from an ant! 
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In this way, Dao ancestor could still achieve his goal of killing Shen Gongbao! 

From this, it could be seen that the Dao ancestor was easy-going on the surface, but he was far-reaching 

in the dark and wouldn't easily change his decision! 

Ding! Congratulations! Snatching Shen Gongbao's Red envelope, you will receive 3.3 billion merit points! 

[your current merit points are 3300030000 (charm: 330,000, 3000, luck: 330003000ï¼‰! 

"What the f * ck! The merit points had been transferred over! Master's prediction has come true!" 

"This is more than just a return of a thousand gold coins!" Chen Xiaobei thought. It's even more than 

double the amount of merit I originally had! It's so cool!" 

Chen Xiaobei's merit points were only 1.44 billion at the time, but now it had shot up to 3.3 billion! 

One word! Cool, cool, cool, cool! 

"I've still underestimated master! Just now, I thought that master's plan would fail! I didn't expect that it 

would complete such a shocking reversal!" 

Chen Xiaobei was so excited that he admired the prime of Tongtian! 

"In fact, the clan of enlightenment has many things that violate the heavenly Dao! It's not that master 

doesn't know, but he deliberately didn't tell Dao ancestor. Moreover, master even suppressed it and 

didn't let me say it in the group!" 

"In the eyes of outsiders, it's very cowardly of master to swallow his anger! But in reality, shizun has 

been patiently waiting for this opportunity to counterattack today!" 

 only by exposing the clan of Enlightenment's scandal today can they be exposed to Dao ancestor 

without any preparation. Only then can I gain the greatest benefits!  

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and praised from the bottom of his heart, " "Master's scheme! It's 

definitely a God-level scheme!" 

Hongjun, Xiaobei! The merit points have been transferred to you! Although Shen Gongbao is a 

shangxian, he often uses the merit book to exchange for items, so he doesn't have a lot of merit points. 

Chen Xiaobei thought,'you're being too serious, Dao ancestor! This disciple didn't expect to be able to 

take back the merit. At this moment, I'm extremely surprised and definitely won't think it's too little! 

Hongjun agreed. Since you're satisfied, I'll immediately send someone to banish Shen Gongbao to the 

mortal world! In addition, I have a question to ask you! 

Chen Xiaobei-please speak, Dao ancestor! 

Hongjun,"Shen Gongbao secretly altered the merit record and sent people to assassinate you many 

times!" After such a long time, why didn't you tell your master about these things! 

Chen Xiaobei: 



[ sect leader Tongtian: Xiaobei told me about this a long time ago! ] I was the one who suppressed little 

north and told him not to make a big deal out of this! 

[ Hongjun: don't you always love Xiaobei? ] Why did he let him be bullied? 

Sect leader Tongtian,"because ... I was defeated in the last cataclysm. I was bullied and suppressed!" "As 

my disciple, I hope that Xiaobei will learn to be patient ... 

Hongjun,"stop!" I'm very clear about your personality! Don't beat around the bush in front of this Lord, 

if you have something to say, just say it! 

Sect leader Tongtian,"you're my master!" (Smile) 

Sect leader Tongtian,"I was defeated in the last cataclysm. This is a well-known fact!" Because of this, I 

have no real power in my hands! On the contrary, senior martial brother Primal Chaos held great power 

and controlled the Three Realms! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi thought, you and your disciple are finished! Don't drag me into this! 

Sect leader Tongtian: " Shen Gongbao is your disciple. He's in charge of the Holy whip for you. He's your 

spokesperson!  Even if I don't want to drag you into this, you have to! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,"you'd better not talk nonsense!" 

"I'm only telling the truth!" Senior brother Yuan Shi, you're the one with the most power in the world. 

Xiaobei and I can't afford to mess with you! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, what are you trying to say? 

Tongtian: " I already knew what Shen Gongbao did to Xiaobei. I didn't say it because I was afraid of your 

revenge!  I'm fine, but Xiaobei is just a mortal. He can't stand your torture! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi: When have I ever tormented Chen Xiaobei? 

Sect leader Tongtian asked,"you don't?" Really? 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, this ... 

Obviously, Shen Gongbao had the courage to do whatever he wanted because he had the support of the 

heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

Even a fool would not believe that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi had nothing to do with him! 

Tongtian said, " also, I didn't expose Shen Gongbao's dirty deeds because I wanted to save you some 

face, senior brother primal!  As long as you punish Shen Gongbao in private and forbid him from 

continuing to do evil, this matter will be over! 

Sect leader Tongtian agreed.  senior brother origin, not only did you not stop Shen Gongbao, but you let 

him do whatever he wanted!  Don't tell me that you, honored Lord of the origin, don't know about the 

dirty things that Shen Gongbao did! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,"I ..." 



"Amazing! My master!" 

Chen Xiaobei stared at the phone screen, dumbfounded."After such a long time, the gold is just an 

appetizer! His master's super divine scheme had only just begun! Even if you don't die, you'll be skinned 

alive!" 

Hongjun, primitive! Do you know what Shen Gongbao has done? 
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Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, this ... 

Hongjun,"don't hesitate!" Answer honestly! (Angry) 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi replied,"I don't know!" In recent years, I've been concentrating on cultivation 

and left the daily trifles to Shen Gongbao to handle! He didn't expect that this traitorous disciple would 

actually do such a disgraceful thing! 

Hongjun asked,"cultivate?" Primitive! Don't forget! You're the Supreme Being of the Three Realms 

recognized by the heavenly Dao! Could he not care about anything else just because he was focused on 

cultivation? Since that's the case, you should go cultivate! Let someone else manage the Three Realms! 

"Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, please calm down, master!" This disciple knows his mistake! As the Supreme of 

the Three Realms, I'm guilty of negligence in the matter of Shen Gongbao! 

Hongjun, [ you know your mistake but you can still change. You haven't forgotten who you are! ] An 

oversight was only a minor crime! However, I must punish you and make you remember that the higher 

your status, the greater your power, and the greater your responsibility! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,"I am willing to be punished!" 

"Dao ancestor actually agreed with the old primordial thief's crime of oversight!" 

Chen Xiaobei held his phone and thought, " "An oversight is only a small crime. It seems like Dao 

ancestor only wants to give a small lesson and give primitive the old scoundrel a warning. He doesn't 

want to hurt primitive the old scoundrel's bones because of this matter! No wonder the old primordial 

thief agreed so readily!" 

"However, this is not strange. After all, I'm just a small character now. It's already not easy to pull Shen 

Gongbao down from his horse! There's no way the Dao ancestor would kill a current Paragon of the 

Three Realms for my sake!" 

 fortunately, Dao ancestor said that he would punish him. Even if it's not a heavy punishment, at least he 

can stop the old primordial thief from doing as he pleases!  

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down.  now, let's see how the Dao ancestor is going to punish me!  

Hongjun,"Shen Gongbao went against the way of heaven. He deserves to die!" As the Supreme of the 

Three Realms and Shen Gongbao's master, Yuan Shi did not notice it in time and stopped it in time! As a 

result, little north did not get any good karma for following the heavenly Dao! 
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Hongjun: " in order to not disappoint the people who follow the right path, I've decided to let Xiaobei 

talk about how to punish the origin.  

Chen Xiaobei: 

The prime of Tongtian, Xiaobei! Don't worry, just say it! Say what you need the most! 

"Master is implying something again!" 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and thought, " "From Dao ancestor's attitude, it's obvious that he 

doesn't want to hurt primitive. If I make an excessive request, Dao ancestor will definitely be unhappy! 

So there's no need to think about severe punishment ..." 

"At this critical moment, master asked me to say what I needed the most ... Today is the winter solstice 

festival! I understand!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought,'the Dao ancestor is just! To bring justice to his disciple! Let your disciple obtain 

3.3 billion merit points! This disciple felt warmth in his heart. In the future, I will follow the heavenly Dao 

and eliminate evil! 

Hongjun agreed. Very good! (Smile) from small to big, your heart will be warm, and the people of the 

world will not be cold! But you didn't answer. How are you going to punish primal? 

Chen Xiaobei: " the heavenly primogenitor and I may have had some small conflicts, but he's still my 

Shibo. Besides, it was just an oversight on his part. So, I don't think it's necessary to punish him severely!  

Hongjun agreed. Very good! (Great praise),,, and, although these are the three religions! But they're all 

from my sect, and can be said to be from the three religions! Xiaobei, at such a young age, you know 

how to take care of the friendship between fellow disciples. You're very understanding! I admire you! 

"I can wear thousands of clothes, but not flattery!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned.  I'll make him happy first. Then, I'll make my request. I won't be rejected!  

Hongjun, Xiaobei! It's a good thing that you care about the friendship between fellow disciples! 

However, there were rules in the family and rules in the heavens. Even if he didn't punish Yuan Shi 

severely, he had to be punished! 

Chen Xiaobei: " since the ancestral master has said so, I would like to ask uncle-master Yuan to let me be 

the first one to pick!  

Hongjun,"what?" 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi: This was impossible! Chen Xiaobei! Don't even think about asking me to give up 

the first place! 

For a moment, Hongjun and honored Lord of the origin were extremely shocked. 

Although many of the group members didn't say anything in the group, they were also deeply shocked 

in private. 

Everyone knew that the first person to choose would definitely be Demon God Luo Yi! 



This was related to the opportunity of the immortal slaying sword formation! It was related to the 

opportunity to suppress the devil World! It was also related to the opportunity of an immeasurable 

public virtue! 

It was no exaggeration to say that any force, as long as they exchanged for the Rahu, would have a great 

advantage in the upcoming immeasurable catastrophe! 

For this reason, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi was absolutely unwilling to give up the first choice! 

Even the Dao ancestor himself did not want to make this change. 

After all, the arrangements of the winter solstice festival were all within the Dao ancestor's calculations! 

In particular, the first three candidates would have a great impact on the development of the cataclysm! 

Dao ancestor had long carried out careful consideration. If the order was suddenly changed, it would 

produce a great change, even exceeding Dao ancestor's control! 

In his heart, the Dao ancestor did not want to agree to Chen Xiaobei's request! 

However, Chen Xiaobei would not give up, and neither would the prime of Tongtian! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,'does the Dao ancestor have any difficulties? If you are, I can take back my 

request! 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had already seen through everything. He had taken a step back in order to 

advance. Although he said that he would take back the request, he was actually goading the Dao 

ancestor to agree! 

Hongjun,"I ..." 

The heavenly Lord Yuanshi-Chen Xiaobei! Don't go too far! I can accept any other request! 

[ which part of Xiaobei went overboard? ] Senior brother primal! Don't you forget! Today was the winter 

solstice festival! 

Sect leader Tongtian said, " my master said it at the beginning. Senior brother Yuanshi, you're the 

Supreme one in the Three Realms. That's why you're the first one to choose!  However, you, the 

Dominator of the Three Realms, did not fail in your duty. It's only natural for you to give up the first 

place! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,"yes!" I admit that I have failed in my duty and did not manage Shen Gongbao 

well! I'm willing to accept any other punishment! However, I will not accept giving up the first pick! 

[ sect leader Tongtian: are you sure you just didn't manage Shen Gongbao well? ] Senior brother primal! 

If you don't want people to know, then don't do it! You can ask Jiang Ziya, Liu er, or Tian Peng if you 

have any other crimes ... 

"Amazing! My master!" 

Chen Xiaobei looked at his phone, his heart was filled with excitement.   the crimes of that old 

primordial bastard are countless!  



"In the past, shizun didn't mention a word about these dirty things and swallowed his anger! Today, all 

of this had become master's strongest trump card! If the old primordial thief doesn't admit defeat, 

master will make him suffer!" 

"Besides, today is the winter solstice festival! Other than his master, there were other heavenly path 

Saints! I can't just sit back and do nothing!" 

Cundi thought, Jiang Ziya? Wasn't he the most trusted disciple of senior brother Yuan Shi? What was the 

story behind this? (Curious) 

Jieyin Taoist said,"isn't six-eared macaque dead?" What story did he have? 

Nuwa replied,"I've heard about the canopy great country!" It seemed that his good thoughts had been 

sealed by the evil Arts of the demon race! 

Taishang Laojun: Demonic sorcery? This was too much! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, stop it! (Gasps) I ... I'm willing to give up the first pick! 
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Hongjun, primitive! What was going on? 

Honored Lord of the origin thought,"Jiang Ziya was framed by Shen Gongbao!" Liu er was brought out of 

hell by Shen Gongbao! Tian Peng's evil thoughts were also sealed by Shen Gongbao! This disciple had 

failed in his duty! Serious dereliction of duty! They were willing to give up the first pick! 

Hongjun,"what?" There were actually so many things! Primitive! You've really disappointed me! Just like 

an Xiaobei said, you should give the first place to him! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,"yes ... I accept ..."(My heart is bleeding) 

"Hahaha! It's done!" 

Chen Xiaobei held the phone in his hand and felt so good.  "Even though Primal Chaos City leader threw 

all the blame on Shen Gongbao! However, these things can't withstand a detailed investigation, so the 

old primordial thief can only admit defeat!" 

"Losing Rahu is the same as losing three great opportunities! He must have made a lot of calculations 

around Luo Yi before, and now it was all for nothing! He couldn't be more depressed! Hahaha ..." 

"This way, the first and third place will both be mine! Primal Chaos City leader couldn't even choose 

Emperor Jiang or Taiyi! Hahaha ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's request was for the heavenly primogenitor to give up his position, not to exchange with 

him! 

This meant that not only would Chen Xiaobei get first place as the original heavenly venerate, but he 

would also be able to keep his third place! 

 I have two spots. Rahu and Taiyi are both mine!  
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Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed, but at the same time, he felt a little regretful.   however, my master's 

original plan was for me to exchange for luohou, Emperor Jiang, and Taiyi!  

"But now, the second candidate is the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, and he will definitely choose 

Emperor Jiang! This way, master's plan won't come to a perfect end ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was a little disappointed. 

However, what happened next almost made Chen Xiaobei's eyes pop out of their sockets! 

Taishang Laojun: The disciple was guilty! Please punish me, master! 

Hongjun, [ you are guilty too? ] 

Taishang Laojun: I'm guilty! As master's chief disciple, I have the responsibility to supervise and 

discipline my Junior Brother! 

Taishang Laojun: " however, for so long, Shen Gongbao has done many evil things. I didn't find out in 

time and I didn't warn Junior Brother Yuanshi in time!  As the eldest senior brother, I'm not competent, 

and I'm guilty of dereliction of duty! 

Hongjun,"yes!" You, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, actually know nothing about these things? You 

have indeed failed in your duty! 

Taishang Laojun: " master said from the start that I was very competent as the eldest senior brother. 

That's why I was the second one to choose!  Since I've already committed the crime of dereliction of 

duty, I no longer have the face to enjoy the preferential treatment! 

Taishang Laojun, [ I'm willing to give the second position to Xiaobei! ] I hope that Xiaobei won't hate me 

for this! 

Hongjun agreed. Since you've admitted your crime and asked for punishment, I have nothing to say! 

Let's do this! 

"What the hell! What a pleasant surprise! The Grand Supreme elderly Lord actually gave me the second 

place?" 

Chen stared at his phone and could not believe his eyes.  "This way, master's prediction came true 

again! Not only will I be able to pick first, but I will also be able to pick the three most important 

people!" 

"Too awesome! This was true foresight! This was a real super god-level scheme! Everything is exactly as 

shizun said!" 

Hongjun, Xiaobei! Now, the first, second, and third places are all yours! You can choose three people 

you like from the list of Yin ghosts and Exchange them for earth level deity positions! 

Hongjun: " after you've made your choice, they will come to the earth-god Realm as one-star earth-god 

level deities. At the same time, they will sign a soul contract with you to be loyal to you. The contract 

will not end until you or them die!  

Chen Xiaobei-I understand! This disciple's choice is Luo Yi! Taiyi! Emperor River! 



Hongjun agreed. As you wish! 

Ding! Congratulations! He had completed three exchanges with the yin ghosts! 

Ding! Congratulations! He had successfully formed a soul contract with Rahu! 

Ding! Congratulations! He had successfully formed a soul contract with Emperor Jiang! 

Ding! Congratulations! He had successfully formed a soul contract with Taiyi! 

In an instant, the system messages kept flashing in Chen Xiaobei's mind. The goal of the winter solstice 

festival had been achieved! 

"That's great! This way, I'll be able to find the three of them when I get to the earth-god Realm! In 

addition, there was Lu Bu, Diao Chan, and Ying Zheng! My power will grow even stronger!" 

The more Chen Xiaobei thought about it, the more he wanted to rush to the earth-god Realm. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei's heart was filled with anticipation."Today is the winter solstice festival! 

It's rare for Dao ancestors to attend, will there be a super red envelope snatching session?" 

Of course, after Chen Xiaobei exchanged for the earth-god level spirit, it would be the others 'turn to 

exchange. 

Even if there was a red envelope snatching session, it would still take some time! 

[ sect leader Tongtian has sent you a private message! ] 

"Eh? Master is here! They must be here to celebrate!" Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up, and he immediately 

opened the private chat! 

The prime of Tongtian, Xiaobei! As expected, you didn't let me down! You won today's battle too 

beautifully! (Great praise) 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,'it's all Sifu's plan that I won this battle!' I'm just an extra! 

Sect leader Tongtian: Your master's scheme was only successful because of you! If you hadn't been 

bullied by Shen Gongbao for a long time, you wouldn't have been able to withstand the pressure and 

make things worse! Master's scheme today will not be realized! 

Chen Xiaobei-no matter what! If they won today's battle, all their previous efforts would be worth it! His 

future plans would also be smoother! We will definitely be able to make a perfect counterattack in this 

cataclysm! 

Sect leader Tongtian,"don't be too happy yet!" After all, you're still a mortal! After the winter solstice 

festival, there would be hundreds of millions of earth level deities in the earth level deity world! 

Sect leader Tongtian thought,"moreover, these earth level deities are basically loyal to the enemy!" 

When you go to the earth-god Realm, you will face unprecedented challenges! 

Obviously, sect leader Tongtian was alone in the destruction of the Jie sect! 



On the contrary, the clan of enlightenment had many members! He also had the heavenly court and 

many other forces under him! 

Not to mention anything else, just the number of celestial soldiers and celestial generals was terrifying! 

They all had merit points that could be exchanged for earth level deities! Even if each of them only 

exchanged for one, the number was still quite terrifying! 

For this reason, most of the hundreds of millions of earth Immortals mentioned by sect leader Tongtian 

would be loyal to the clan of enlightenment! 

Without a doubt, this group of earth level deities would be a huge obstacle to Chen Xiaobei in the earth 

level deity realm! It was even a crisis! 

Chen Xiaobei-don't worry, Sifu! This disciple is already mentally prepared! Our goal is the immeasurable 

catastrophe! If I can't even overcome this little difficulty, what qualifications do I have to gallop in the 

cultivation tribulation? 

"Sect leader Tongtian, you're confident!" This was good! But I still have to remind you! Shen Gongbao 

was not dead! The primeval Lord of heaven would definitely support Shen Gongbao from behind! At 

that time, Shen Gongbao might be able to gather a super force, which should not be underestimated! 

Chen Xiaobei: If he had the chance, he would kill Shen Gongbao this morning! 

Sect leader Tongtian,"also, I have to remind you!" Be wary of Dao ancestors! 

Chen Xiaobei: what? 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2268: Art Of Checks And Balances 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,'watch out for the Dao ancestor? Master, are you joking? 

"Sect leader Tongtian: I'm serious!" The Dao ancestor was above the Supremes of the Three Realms. He 

could be said to be the Grand Emperor of the Three Realms! On the surface, the Dao ancestor lived in 

seclusion in The Purple Cloud Palace and did not care about the world! In fact, he had been doing one 

thing all this time! 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Sect leader Tongtian-check and balance! 

Chen Xiaobei: Check and balance what? 

[ sect leader Tongtian: Dao ancestor has been keeping the power of the six heavenly path sages in 

check! ] Dao ancestor didn't want to see any side grow big, so as not to threaten his position! 

Chen Xiaobei,"I don't understand ..." 

Sect leader Tongtian said,"in the past, tens of thousands of Immortals of the Jie sect came to pay their 

respects." I control the four celestial swords! There was also the celestial eradication sword formation 

diagram and the "myriad immortal formation" to suppress his luck! It was an unprecedented Grand 

occasion! But do you know why our sect suddenly declined? 
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[ the cause of its decline is the destruction of the celestial eradication sword formation and the loss of 

the four celestial eradication swords ... ] 

"That's just the surface reason!" Think about it carefully, how did the heavenly Lord of the origin 

manage to invite the Taishang, zhunti, and jieyin? Why didn't Junior Sister nÃ¼wa help me at the critical 

moment? 

Chen Xiaobei thought,'could it be ... Because of the Dao ancestor? (Shocked) 

Sect leader Tongtian,"yes!" It was because the Jie sect was too powerful at that time! If I'm allowed to 

continue to develop, I'll be able to devour the other sects sooner or later, and even take the other 

heavenly path sages under my command! 

Sect leader Tongtian thought,"that's why I'm a threat to Dao ancestor!" He's afraid that I'll replace him 

one day! That's why he schemed against me more than once in the last immeasurable catastrophe! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,'no way ... Didn't the ancestral Daoist love you the most? 

Sect leader Tongtian thought, Dao ancestor really dotes on me! But the premise is that I can't threaten 

him! Once he felt threatened, all the love he had for her would disappear completely! 

Chen Xiaobei: " that's true. But do you have any evidence to prove that the ancestral Daoist had set you 

up? " "After all, I feel that this old man has a good character ... 

"Evidence?" sect leader Tongtian asked. There were too many! Let me give you an example! After the 

God-killing sword formation was broken, Guangchengzi of the clan of enlightenment took the God-killing 

sword, chijingzi took the immortal-killing sword, immortal Yuding took the immortal-trapping sword, 

and the heavenly Lord daohang took the immortal-eliminating sword! 

Sect leader Tongtian, [ after that, they used the four immortal-killing swords to break the ten thousand 

immortal formation of the tribe of severity and killed many of our disciples! ] In the end, they even 

humiliated me! 

Sect leader Tongtian thought,"at this moment, Dao ancestor came out to stop the fight!" On the surface, 

you said that you're here to protect me, but why did you come to protect me only after the ten 

thousand immortal formation was broken and my disciples were killed? 

Sect leader Tongtian,"the point is!" After stopping the fight, Dao ancestor didn't ask the four clan of 

enlightenment juniors to return the four immortal-killing swords to me! In the end, he's just afraid that 

Dongshan will rise again! 

Chen Xiaobei, there's actually such a thing! It seems that my understanding of Dao ancestors is seriously 

too shallow! (Shocked) 

First, the Dao ancestor pressured them from behind and made all the heavenly path sages stand on the 

side of the primordial old thief, breaking the celestial slaying sword formation! 

Then, Dao ancestor watched helplessly as the ten thousand Immortals formation was broken and the 

members of the Jie sect were slaughtered! 



In the end, Dao ancestor even acquiesced to the clan of enlightenment snatching the four celestial 

swords! 

It was obvious that Dao ancestor didn't favor sect master Tongtian at all in this series of events. He only 

schemed and suppressed him! 

Because of this, sect master Tongtian had been defeated in the last cultivation tribulation, and the tribe 

of severity had also declined completely! 

And all of this was because the Dao ancestor felt threatened! 

Chen Xiaobei: According to what you've said, if I choose Luo Yi, Emperor Jiang, and Taiyi today, will Dao 

ancestor feel threatened? Will he scheme against me? (Nervous) 

Sect leader Tongtian replied, [ not for now! ] Because you're still a mortal, anything can happen before 

you go to the immortal world! For example, if you died, the person you chose would switch to another 

force! 

Chen Xiaobei: I was worried that I would immediately be schemed against by the Dao ancestor ... I 

wouldn't even know how I died ... 

Sect leader Tongtian thought,"right now, you're not worthy of the Dao ancestor's attention!" However, 

in order to keep you in check, the Dao ancestor will definitely not give you any more convenience! He 

might even acquiesce to the heavenly Lord Yuanshi's use of heavenly rules to deal with you! 

Chen Xiaobei: " this is what you meant by checks and balances? " 

Sect leader Tongtian,"yes!" What the Dao ancestor really wanted was not to completely kill one side! 

Instead, he hoped that the various parties would fight and suppress each other, eventually achieving 

mutual checks and balances! Maintain the balance where no one can think about making it big! 

Chen Xiaobei: "Dao ancestor doesn't want me to die! If you want me to fight against one side, I'll never 

be able to make it big enough to threaten a daofather! 

Sect leader Tongtian thought,"smart!" I warned you to be wary of Dao ancestor, but you didn't know to 

be wary of him scheming against you! Instead, he was on guard. If others did anything against the 

heavenly rules to him again, the tactic of seeking the Dao ancestor to make a decision would not work! 

Chen Xiaobei-I understand! In the future, if he encountered any unfair things, he could only take it on by 

himself! He would settle it with his fists! He couldn't be reasonable! 

Sect leader Tongtian, [ it makes sense. That's what happened! ] 

Chen Xiaobei: " then, can you change the price of the merit record back? " 

Sect leader Tongtian said, " don't worry. After today, the merit record will no longer be in the control of 

the clan of enlightenment!  Moreover, with Shen Gongbao as a good example, he believed that no one 

would dare to secretly change the price! 

Chen Xiaobei: " that's good! I can finally exchange for things normally!  

The only pity is that I can't get the ancestral Daoist to lift the ban on private red packets from the group! 



"Sect leader Tongtian: this ban can't be lifted!" The heavenly Lord Yuanshi's reason was very correct. If 

the red packets of the immortal world were sent to the mortal world, it would seriously break the 

balance of the mortal world and cause great destruction or casualties! 

Sect leader Tongtian: " if you don't want to be restricted by the ban and accept red packets as you 

please, the only way is to cross the Tribulation and ascend. When you come to the immortal world, the 

ban will be invalid for you!  

Chen Xiaobei: To the immortal world? Don't worry, master! I will definitely set this as my goal and work 

hard! I'll try to cross the heavenly gate as soon as possible and bow to you in person! 

Sect leader Tongtian,"I'm very assured!" With your growth momentum, it's inevitable that you'll pass 

the Tribulation and ascend! And I won't have to wait too long! 

Chen Xiaobei: I still have one more question! 

Sect leader Tongtian,"tell me!" 

Chen Xiaobei: " Sifu already knew that I could exchange for Rahu, dijiang, or Taiyi. I want to ask Sifu, how 

did you know that Taishang Laojun would give up his spot? " 

Sect leader Tongtian,"do you still remember what I once told you about the greatest characteristic of 

the Grand Supreme elderly Lord?" 

Chen Xiaobei: Leave a way out! 

Sect leader Tongtian,"that's right!" I've calculated that you can take down Luo Yi! This way, you are most 

likely to shine in this immeasurable catastrophe! 

Sect leader Tongtian: " Taishang Laojun has given you the second position. It's a huge favor for you. If 

you have the last laugh in this cultivation tribulation, Taishang Laojun can also benefit from it!  

Chen Xiaobei,"so, Taishang Laojun thinks highly of me?" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2269: Dao Ancestor's Red Packet 

Sect leader Tongtian,"don't be too confident!" Taishang Laojun has high hopes for Luoyi and Taiyi, not 

you! 

Chen Xiaobei: " I understand ... Taishang Laojun saw that I could choose Rahu and Taiyi. That's why he's 

giving me dijiang!  

Sect leader Tongtian,"think about it carefully. The Grand Supreme elderly Lord has actually thrown a hot 

potato to you!" Luo Yi, Taiyi, and Emperor Jiang have all been accepted by you. This is equivalent to 

raising you to an extremely high position! 

[ sect leader Tongtian: if you can stay calm and continue to develop steadily, you will have a bright 

future! ] However, if you were to become arrogant and complacent, the higher you were praised today, 

the more miserable your death would be in the future! 
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Chen Xiaobei-don't worry, Sifu! This disciple absolutely does not dare to get carried away just because of 

this victory! After that, he would be even more careful and definitely not let the enemy have any chance 

to take advantage of him! 

[ sect leader Tongtian: you're not the only one who has to be careful! ] You must also protect Luo Yi, 

Emperor Jiang, and Taiyi! After they reincarnated, they would only be one-star earth-level deities. With 

such strength, their lives would be easily threatened! 

Chen Xiaobei: " if that's the case, I'd like to go find them immediately. I'd like to keep them by my side 

and protect them at all times!  

Sect leader Tongtian, [ you don't have to worry! ] Before you find them, they're no different from 

ordinary people. It's actually the safest for them to mix in with the crowd! You can make sufficient 

preparations before you look for them! 

Chen Xiaobei: I'm about to reach the nine-fire god-refining stage. I'll go to the earth-god Realm after I 

break through to the primordial soul realm! 

[ sect leader Tongtian: this time, you don't have skybreaking cultivation pills. It might be difficult for you 

to break through! ] 

Chen Xiaobei,"Sifu, do you have any good ideas?" 

"I do have a way, but I don't want to say it!" Because you will soon have an opportunity! When the 

opportunity arrives, you will naturally break through! If he said it now, it would instead cause 

unexpected changes! 

Chen Xiaobei: With Master's words, I can put my heart at ease! 

Sect leader Tongtian: " alright, it's my turn to choose people. I'll talk to you later. Don't forget to join the 

red envelope snatching session later!  

Chen Xiaobei: This disciple respectfully sends master off! 

"That's great! Master could choose three more people! When the time comes, you'll definitely be able 

to help me!" 

Chen Xiaobei was full of anticipation, but he did not know which three people the sky reaching church 

wanted to change to. He would have to find a chance to ask them later. 

Today was destined to be a day of harvest! 

Chen Xiaobei had already received 3.3 billion merit points! He even exchanged for Luoyi, Emperor Jiang, 

and Taiyi! He could still participate in the red packet snatching session later! After that, he would be able 

to get the three people chosen by sect master Tongtian! 

Just thinking about it made Chen Xiaobei very happy! 

 there are too many Yin ghosts. It should take a long time to select the people. I can do something else!  

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down, opened the live streaming app on his phone and started the live 

stream. 



The content of this live broadcast was very simple. To put it bluntly, it was just a notice. 

"My dear brothers! I'm sorry for disturbing everyone's sleep! I've also disturbed everyone's sleep!" 

Chen Xiaobei cracked a joke, then he calmed himself down and said seriously, " "The livestream tonight 

is to inform everyone! I'll be holding the bei Xuan faction's rebuilding celebration here tomorrow 

morning!" 

 I'll be doing a live broadcast of the ceremony. If you have time, come to the livestream room and 

witness the Grand ceremony with me. We'll be touring the brand new bei Xuan faction!  

Bro bei! Are you kidding me? Are you planning to hold a celebration on these ruins tomorrow morning? 

Wouldn't it be too shabby? 

The new bei Xuan faction was nowhere to be found. How could he travel around? Bro bei, are you 

talking in your sleep? 

Bro bei!  you just wiped out heaven covering sect's thousand tribulation division, so it's better to keep a 

low profile! If the enemy comes to your door tomorrow morning, your celebration will probably be a 

bloodbath! 

Yingluo-yes! Bro bei! At this time, you should calm down and deal with the enemy! Heaven dominating 

faction, Jiang family, beiming family, Ximen family, Nangong family ... These enemies were terrifying! 

You're simply courting death by organizing a celebration right now! 

Obviously, the audience could not understand Chen Xiaobei's plan! 

How could there be a new bei Xuan faction on top of the ruins? The main point was that a strong enemy 

was eyeing them covetously. Holding a celebration right now was completely a declaration of war! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not affected by the audience's confusion. In fact, he even felt like laughing! 

"Brothers, don't worry! All the answers will be revealed tomorrow morning!" Chen Xiaobei smiled and 

did not explain further. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei met with the Vermillion Bird King, mu Xiaohe, the Black Tortoise King, Xia 

Yunhai, the substitute White Tiger King, song Qincheng, and the core members of the three continents! 

Chen Xiaobei briefly explained his idea and told everyone to get ready for the celebration tomorrow 

morning. 

Chen Xiaobei's decision to hold a celebration left everyone confused and confused. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei was the ruler of all calamities! 

Even if they didn't understand, they were willing to follow orders! They knew that Chen Xiaobei would 

never make the wrong decision! Chen Xiaobei was the right person! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei contacted Jin Fei and asked him to pack up and move bei Xuan faction over the 

next morning. He also asked everyone in the faction to come over for the celebration! 

[The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal has @ you in the group chat!] 



After Chen Xiaobei had settled everything, the red envelope snatching session that he had been looking 

forward to the most finally began! 

[The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal: @ Chen Xiaobei, bro Xiaobei!] Come quickly! The red envelope 

snatching session was about to begin! 

Yang Kuai thought ,'I think Chen Xiaobei shouldn't come ... He's always the King of Luck!' Today, the Dao 

ancestor was going to give out red packets, so Chen Xiaobei could not snatch them from him! 

[Xiao Tianquan: @ Chen Xiaobei, God Chen, don't come anymore!] 

Yang Shu,"stupid dog!" You @ Chen Xiaobei, he'd be a fool to not come! (Glare) 

[Xiao Tianquan: you @ Chen Xiaobei too!] 

Yang Jing was speechless. 

Bull Demon King: "there are so many of us here today. God Chen, it's going to be difficult for you to be 

the King of Luck!  

Dragon-subduing Arhat, [ well said! ] Today, not only were the group members present, but there were 

also a few heavenly path Saints present! It was really uncertain who the lucky King would be! 

Hongjun coughed, " Today is my first time participating in the red envelope snatching event, and I've 

specially prepared a treasure for everyone! Everyone, please get ready! The red packet was coming! 

Lei Zhenzi, [ Dao ancestor, hurry up! ] Wait for Chen Xiaobei to come! The best red packet had long been 

snatched away! 

Earth traveler sun,"yes, yes, yes!" Hurry up and post it! My ten fingers are already unable to endure the 

thirst! I only need a moment to snatch the red packet from Dao ancestor! 

[ Hongjun has sent a red packet in the group chat! ] 

 ding!  Hongjun's Red packet was collected in 0.01 seconds. Chen Xiaobei was the King of Luck! 

Lei Zhenzi thought, f * ck! Can't you let others play with you ...(Despair) 

Earth traveler sun,[I don't believe in love anymore ...(I want to die)] 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2270: Record Broken 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal-a bunch of idiots! My brother Xiaobei has just earned 3.3 billion merit 

points! At the same time, he had obtained 330 million luck points. At this moment, brother Xiaobei's 

luck was so good that it exploded! It would be a wonder if he wasn't the King of Luck! 

[yang Kuai: @ Chen Xiaobei!] What good stuff did you get? That was a red packet from the Dao 

ancestor! It was definitely a huge profit among profits! 

Chen Xiaobei, I got one, the Lotus seed of the chaos Green Lotus! 

All the members of the group: Green Lotus seed of chaos? (Extremely shocked) 
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Chen Xiaobei: " uh ... I'm sorry. Maybe I'm just too ignorant. Can anyone tell me what benefits these 

lotus seeds have? " 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal, the green Lotus of chaos, also known as the green Lotus of creation! At 

the beginning of the chaos, there were no living things. The heaven and earth were connected, and only 

a Lotus was born in the chaos! And within this Lotus was high God Pangu! 

[ The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal: after that, Pangu descended and created the world, causing chaos to 

wreak havoc and give birth to the terrifying elements of earth, water, fire, and wind! ] 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal,"due to the green Lotus of chaos giving birth to Pangu, his vitality has 

been greatly damaged and he is unable to resist the elements!" The chaos Green Lotus withered on the 

spot! 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal-before he Withers! The chaos Green Lotus had a flower, Five Leaves, a 

lotus root, and a handful of Lotus soil! At the heart of the lotus, there were five lotus seeds! 

[ The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal: after the green Lotus of chaos wilted, the heavenly Lord of the origin 

obtained the Lotus and turned it into the three treasure Jade Ruyi! ] Taishang Laojun obtained the Lotus 

root and turned it into a Taiyi horsetail whisk! Sect master Tongtian got the Lotus leaf and turned it into 

the Qingping sword! Mother Nuwa obtained the Lotus soil and turned it into a sky-mending divine 

stone! 

Chen Xiaobei: This chaos Green Lotus was too awesome! A withered body could actually turn into four 

merit Cardinal treasures! It was simply unbelievable ... 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal: The reason why the chaos Green Lotus was called the green Lotus of 

creation was that its existence almost created the entire later generations! 

Chen Xiaobei: Brother monkey, you just said that there are five lotus seeds in the pistil of the chaos 

Green Lotus! What did the Lotus seeds turn into? (Extremely curious) 

The great sage equal to heaven: " of the five lotus seeds, only one matured before the green Lotus of 

chaos wilted. It bloomed on the peak of Buzhou Mountain. It's called the twelfth-grade Green Lotus of 

reincarnation!  

Chen Xiaobei,"what about the four unripe lotus seeds?" 

[ The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal: the first one has turned into a twelfth-grade Golden Lotus of merit 

and is in the hands of Daoist jieyin! ] The second one had turned into a twelfth-grade Red Lotus of fire 

and was in the hands of Cult Master netherworld River! The third one had turned into a twelfth-grade 

Black Lotus of destructions and was in the hands of mo Luo Wutian! 

Chen Xiaobei: This was too awesome! (Swallowing saliva) where's the last couplet? 

The Great Sage, Heaven's Equal-silly boy! You just snatched the last lotus seed! 

Chen Xiaobei: What the f * ck! I just took out my phone and casually clicked on it, and I actually got such 

an awesome thing! (So cool that I'm exploding) 

Lei Zhenzi, [ he ... He became the King of Luck with just a simple tap??? ] (F * cking dog) 



Earth traveler sun thought, f * ck! I can't play this game anymore ...(F * ck) 

Chen Xiaobei-thank you for the red envelope! I'll definitely find a way to make this lotus seed bloom! 

Hongjun chuckled,"Xiaobei, you're overthinking!" This Green Lotus seed of chaos has been in my hands 

for countless years. I can't even open it. As for you ... Don't waste your time! 

Chen Xiaobei ,'how would I know if I don't try? 

Hongjun said,"sure, you can try if you want!" In any case, this lotus seed already belongs to you! 

Hongjun,"I've already sent my red packet!" Next, it was time for everyone to start the exciting red 

envelope snatching session! 

Ding! 

Ding! 

Ding! 

With Hongjun's order, the group suddenly burst out with an unprecedented enthusiasm for red packets. 

"I'll snatch it! I'll snatch it! I'll snatch, snatch, snatch!" 

Chen Xiaobei was already prepared. The moment he saw the red packet, his hands started to tap on the 

screen like crazy. 

Chen Xiaobei's luck was off the charts, and he immediately gained something! 

Ding! Congratulations! You've snatched Yun Zhongzi's Red envelope. A wisp of rainbow-colored 

auspicious cloud has been stored in your treasure chest! 

"First blood is here! Would the double kill be far away? Hahaha!" Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up, and he 

continued to fight for it. 

Ding! Congratulations! You've snatched a red envelope from Guan Yin Bodhisattva. You've received a 

jade dew bottle. It has been stored inside your treasure chest! 

"Double kill! It's so cool!" 

 double kill!  Chen Xiaobei was excited.  this double kill came earlier than usual! This is a good sign!  

Ding! Congratulations! Snatched a red envelope from the Golden-winged ROC. You have received a 

golden killing feather. It has been stored inside your treasure chest! 

"Triple kill! Done!" 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed,'the treasure this time seems to be of a higher grade than before! 

Continue! Continue ..." 

Ding! Congratulations! You have snatched a red envelope from Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva. You have 

received a piece of netherworld cold Jade. It has been stored in your treasure chest! 

"Four kills! It feels so good!" 



Chen Xiaobei was so excited that he wanted to sing out loud. Today was a good day! 

Ding! Congratulations! You have snatched a red envelope from Lan Caihe. You have received a piece of 

mysterious seven-piece wood. It has been stored in your treasure chest! 

"Penta kill! It's so cool!" 

Chen Xiaobei's fingers were as fast as the fingers of a single man who had been single for 10000 years! 

Ding! Congratulations! You have snatched a red envelope from the great sage equalling heaven. You 

have received three high-tier prosperous monkey fur. It has been stored inside your treasure chest! 

"Sixth kill!" 

Chen Xiaobei had already entered a state of selflessness, and his hand speed continued to increase! 

Ding! Congratulations! You've snatched a red envelope from sect leader Tongtian. You've received a 

blood bodhi seed. It has been stored in your treasure chest! 

"Seven kills! And it was a red packet from his master! There's definitely a great opportunity in this!" 

Chen Xiaobei's hands were so fast that he could feel smoke coming out of his phone! 

Ding! Congratulations! You've snatched a red envelope from the Grand Supreme elderly Lord. You've 

received a recipe for the Jade face pill. It has been stored inside your treasure chest! 

"Eight kills! There was even a red packet from the Grand Supreme elderly Lord! I'm so lucky!" 

Chen Xiaobei seemed to have entered a state of human-machine unity. His fingers were like a part of 

the phone, and it was hard to tell them apart! 

Ding! Congratulations! You snatched a red envelope from Bull Demon King. You have received an 

invincible bull lice. It has been stored in your treasure chest! 

"Ninth kill! What the hell did the Bull Demon King send? Lice?" 

Chen Xiaobei gritted his teeth and started to make his final sprint. His hand speed increased as he tried 

to get ten kills before the end of the wave! 

Ding! Congratulations! You've snatched a red envelope from nÃ¼wa. You've received a Sumeru fusion 

technique. It has been stored in your treasure chest! 

"Ten kills! Take down mother Nuwa's Red packet! He broke the record! Hahaha ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was so excited that he felt like he had been injected with chicken blood.  "I haven't 

snatched a red packet in a long time! I've robbed more today than I've ever done in the past. I'm really 

satisfied! It's so cool!" 

After that, the red envelope snatching gradually stopped. Chen Xiaobei had killed ten people. In addition 

to the red envelope from the Dao ancestor, Chen Xiaobei had gotten eleven bags in one go! 

One word, awesome! 

Of course, even though he felt good, he still had to do proper things! 



 alright!  Chen Xiaobei said, " for tomorrow's celebration, I need to go to heaven dominating faction's 

Treasury!  


